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OUR CORE VALUES

Some find success doing the same thing over and over for different 
clients. That’s not our style. These are the values we nurture and 
celebrate at Quinn Thomas. They ensure we live up to our brand 
promise: Be Different.

PASSIONATE
To care about how an issue connects to a bigger picture and to desire an outcome as much as the client

FEARLESS
A willingness to do what it takes to be different

ACCOUNTABLE
You trust your colleagues and you are trusted to deliver for your colleagues and our clients

CURIOUS
An inquisitive mind that uses broad knowledge to seek creative solutions for old problems

TIRELESS
The combination of tenacity and toughness necessary to be different

“I have no special talents. 
I am only passionately curious.”

- Albert Einstein
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5 Centerpointe Drive, Suite 570 I Lake Oswego, OR 97035 I P: 503.639.0389 I F: 503.914.1588 I quinnthomas.com

April 15, 2019

Aaron Bouchane
Workforce and Professional Development 
    Manager – Industry Outreach
AGC Oregon Columbia Chapter
9450 SW Commerce Circle #200 
Wilsonville, OR 97070

Dear Mr. Bouchane:

We are responding to AGC Oregon Columbia Chapter’s request for proposals to develop a 
Communications Strategy Roadmap to improve the industry’s workforce pipeline.  As we discussed 
on April 1st, our agency cannot provide the Training Sector Analysis outlined in the scope of work. So, 
we’re only responding to the communications portion.

Quinn Thomas is a marketing communications and brand strategy agency with 12 full-time 
professionals and offices in Portland and Seattle. The agency has been in business for over 10 years 
and has deep experience in the Oregon and Washington markets. Our clients are primarily corporate, 
trade association, and public sector organizations seeking to improve their reputation or advance 
business goals through strategic, integrated communications campaigns. They include global brands, 
such as Walmart and AT&T; state and regional organizations, such as the Port of Seattle and Oregon 
Community College Association; and key local businesses, such as Stimson Lumber and Schwabe, 
Williamson & Wyatt.

We are passionate about workforce development because we believe in the power of economic 
opportunity. In sectors like construction, there is something for everybody – whether you’re a high 
school graduate who learns a trade and finds a steady, high-wage career, or an engineer motivated to 
bring cutting-edge design and systems innovation to our built environment. The Pacific Northwest is 
growing rapidly, resulting in a significant skilled worker shortage. It’s a challenge for the construction 
sector, but we believe we can help the industry solve this problem by communicating the opportunity 
it offers to local workers. There is a rich story to tell about access to family-wage jobs, and we’d 
welcome the opportunity to help you tell it. 

If you have any questions about this proposal, please don’t hesitate to contact me at    
erin@quinnthomas.com or (503) 320-9606. Thank you for the opportunity to work with you and 
your team.

Sincerely,

Erin Krug

Vice President. Oregon
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WORKING TOGETHER

Quinn Thomas is a marketing communications and brand strategy agency with deep roots in 
Oregon and Washington. As a small but nimble firm, we work with clients as embedded partners. 
This approach requires our staff to integrate themselves with yours. We strive to become trusted 
ambassadors of your brand. 

The team at Quinn Thomas provides Associated General Contractors with expertise in research, 
messaging, creative and marketing content strategy, and integrated media planning. As a full-service 
communications agency, we specialize in creating campaigns that mobilize audiences and change 
perception. 

ACCOUNT TEAM

We know it’s cliché, but we’ll say it anyway: our team is our most important asset. Here’s the great 
team from Quinn Thomas who you’ll work with:

ERIN KRUG 

Vice President, Oregon

Account Role: campaign oversight, strategy and planning

Erin serves as Quinn Thomas’ Vice President in Oregon, 
making her responsible for managing every aspect of the 
agency’s presence – from team management and growth, to 
marketing, to client work. She’s proven to be a leader in her 
community and profession, winning acceptance to the Portland 
Business Alliance’s competitive Leadership Portland program 
and being invited to give guest lectures at the University of 
Oregon School of Journalism and Communications.

Before coming to Quinn Thomas, Erin earned a BA in 
Communications from Towson University and then served for 10 years in Washington, D.C. as a 
public relations and public affairs consultant and in-house communications director for a global 
agency and corporation. Since moving to Portland, she has served as Director of Marketing and 
Brand Communications at Kaiser Permanente and Vice President at Lane PR, building and running 
integrated communications campaigns.

Most recently, Erin served as project lead for the integrated marketing and advertising campaign 
Quinn Thomas ran for the Washington Health Benefit Exchange. This campaign, which concluded 
in December of 2018, sought to influence consumer behavior about health insurance options and 
convince hard-to-reach consumers of the need to sign up for coverage. You’ll read more about this 
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campaign in the Experience section of our proposal.

KRISTIN MACROSTIE

Account Manager, Oregon

Account role: day-to-day client contact, media strategy and 
planning

Kristin serves as an Account Manager in Quinn Thomas’ 

Portland office where she runs client engagements focused 

on audience research, brand strategy, and integrated 

communications campaigns. She is our lead with major brands, 

such as Walmart and AT&T, driving media relations and building 

events around important corporate initiatives. She also just 

completed a lengthy engagement with Stimson Lumber, 

where we partnered with DHM Research to better understand 

key audiences, build a new messaging platform for the company, and develop creative assets and 

communications plans around their business operations and community activity.

Prior to joining Quinn Thomas, Kristin spent seven years as a communications manager at a global 

technology firm and four years at an Oregon public relations and advertising agency focused 

on outdoor brands. She is a graduate of the University of Oregon School of Journalism and 

Communications.

ALYSA SCHOLS

Account Executive, Oregon

Account role: creative management, public relations, social 
media strategy, reporting

Alysa serves as an Account Executive in Quinn Thomas’ 

Portland office, where she puts her considerable creative and 

organizational skills to work. Alysa manages the development 

of most agency creative – from digital assets like websites 

and infographics, to video production, to print collateral.  Most 

recently, Alysa managed a 2-day video shoot at six locations 

throughout the Willamette Valley with Portland Community 

College on behalf of our client the Oregon Community College 

Association. She is also developing and managing the paid 

digital for this campaign. Alysa is our lead on public relations for Walmart in Washington and Idaho, 

tailoring pitches to local markets to earn coverage and visibility for the client. Alysa graduated with a 
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degree in public relations from Gonzaga University.

DOUG BADGER

Co-founder and Managing Partner

Account role: creative and communications strategy

Doug co-founded Quinn Thomas in January 2009. Having just 

completed his 27th year in public policy and communications, 

he now oversees the agency’s presence in Portland and 

Seattle.

Recently, Doug worked with the Port of Seattle to develop a 

new communications platform that connects the Port’s work to 

key values held by Seattle residents: equity, opportunity, and 

livability. Working collaboratively with the Port’s production 

partner at South Seattle College, Doug produced a series of videos profiling construction workers, 

local farmers, and conservationists who have stories that map to these values. They were then 

deployed in a paid digital and social campaign and highlighted at community events. The goal of the 

campaign was to reframe the way local residents think about the Port of Seattle – less of an economic 

asset and more of an organization driving their shared values.

7
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APPROACH

One of the greatest challenges before the construction industry in Oregon and Southwest 

Washington is the recruitment and retention of talent to support development across the region. An 

integrated communications plan that tells a consistent and compelling story to jobseekers and unifies 

your membership around a common brand campaign will mobilize audiences to seek out career 

opportunities in the construction industry. 

AGC’s Request for Proposals asks that our proposal include the identification of target audiences, 

influencers, and geographic regions; the type of campaign content; and proposed changes to the 

Build-Oregon.com website, among other things. These are all the essential elements of what will 

become the strategic communications plan. But, we’re reluctant to provide specific ideas without 

the benefit of careful research. This is something we discussed with Mr. Bouchane on the April 1 call 

referenced in our cover letter.

Instead, what you will find below is a detailed overview of the process we will follow in order to 

answer the questions posed in the RFP. Again, AGC is asking all the right questions; we just don’t 

want to leave you with the impression that we have the answers without doing our due diligence and 

research.

The following outlines Quinn Thomas’ approach to developing an integrated communications 

plan that will build awareness for career opportunities in the construction industry in Oregon and 

Southwest Washington. 

PHASE I: DISCOVERY

Project Management

Our first campaign event will be a kick-off meeting between Quinn Thomas and AGC’s Workforce 

Development Committee to identify internal resources to inform strategy development, make sure 

we’re fully aligned on the goal and objective of the campaign, and agree to a project management 

framework.  We find one of the most important activities up front is building out a clear process for 

the development and approval of work. We like to use a RACI system, which divides responsibilities 

clearly so there’s no question about who’s responsible for what. The RACI system breaks down 

project responsibilities into four categories of participants:

• Responsible: The people who are the primary creative and strategy team who develop and 

execute the work. They are responsible for ensuring work is done on time and “on brief.” They 

also ensure that parties are kept informed and advised of progress and solicit input from key 
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stakeholders. They work under the direction of the Approvers. The Quinn Thomas team will be 

the responsible party.

• Approvers: These are the parties who provide direct feedback on concepts, materials, and the 

direction of the campaign work products. They gather input from other stakeholders, but serve 

as the central guide on all deliverables. Approvers play the primary role in the approvals process 

and help ensure deadlines are met. They “make the decisions” to help us move forward.  The 

AGC Workforce Development Committee will likely serve as the approvers.

• Consulted: These are “content experts” and people who serve as issue consultants. They are 

individuals and groups who should be kept aware of the project’s direction – and may share 

opinions with the project team. They do not have direct influence over the direction, but serve 

as a sounding board to provide outside perspective/validation. The consulted parties may be 

other AGC members who are not part of the Workforce Development Committee.

• Informed: These individuals and groups will receive updates and progress reports on the 

decisions and direction of the work. This is “one-way communication” – they do not have direct 

influence over the work product. Informed stakeholders simply need information about what’s 

happening to apprise others of progress and key outcomes.

We can assign these categories to whichever stakeholders make the most sense, but we believe 

creating a clear system up front will eliminate process snafus and keep the effort on time and on 

budget. At this meeting, we will also settle on an initial cadence of check-in calls and meetings to 

ensure information is flowing and timelines are being met.

Research

Quinn Thomas will begin the development of the communications plan by first conducting a series of 

research activities to determine: 

• Who the target audiences are within the region 

• What motivates audiences to seek out careers in construction  

• Where and how target audiences seek out trusted information about jobs 

The following research activities will uncover this information:  

Online survey: A short, 12 – 15 question online survey distributed to member company employees 

and workforce partners to identify key trends and information to inform the development of the 
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communication strategy.  Some survey questions could include: 

• Demographics: age/ gender/ location

• How did you find your job in construction? 

• What made you decide to choose a career in construction? 

• Where do you seek out daily news and information?  (internet, local news, social media, 

friends/ family) 

• Where and how will you seek out jobs in the future? 

In-depth Interviews: 7-10 one-on-one interviews with community partners and key community 

stakeholders about workforce development in the construction industry.  The interviews would take 

approximately 30 minutes and cover skill development, driving awareness among existing and new 

audiences, applicable tactics from other industries, and other key areas that will help inform strategy. 

The interviews would be conducted with a “topic guide,” developed with AGC, in order to ensure 

alignment of questions posed to each interviewee. Community partners may include the building 

trades, workforce development organizations, community colleges, and others involved in the 

industry’s pipeline.

Message Mapping Session: Using the research findings as a foundation, Quinn Thomas will lead 

a two to three hour message mapping session with key stakeholders across the construction 

industry to better understand the collective challenges and opportunities of recruiting and retaining 

employees, inside tips and tricks that are useful for recruiting, and key message themes to hone 

in on in our marketing content and materials. Key stakeholders who should participate in this 

session include human resources managers, project managers, construction site managers and 

marketing professionals. The findings of this session, coupled with our online survey, will inform the 

development of our key campaign messages and proof points and allow us to finalize our strategy. 

Together, these research activities will serve as the foundation for our strategy development. 

PHASE II: STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT

In the second phase of our work together we will develop unified communications goals, 

objectives, target audiences, key messaging and target outcomes to inform the campaign.  A critical 

component of this phase will also be to develop audience personas based on our target audiences.  

Audience personas are detailed profiles of our target audience that inform the development of our 

communications campaign, corresponding marketing content, and media strategy. 
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During this phase, we will want to present this strategy to key decision makers to garner feedback 

and ultimate approval of the proposed approach.  

PHASE III: CAMPAIGN ROADMAP DEVELOPMENT

Quinn Thomas recommends developing two components to the communications campaign roadmap:  

AGC Overarching Campaign: We recommend AGC consider leading several industry-wide 

communications activities to boost the efforts of the member organizations. In the development of the 

plan we will include recommendations for AGC to lead:    

• Build-Oregon.com Optimization:  Based on our research, message development and guiding 

strategy, we will conduct an analysis and make strategic recommendations to optimize the  

Build-Oregon.com website. The recommendations will cover: 

- Key message integration 

12

Marco
General Laborer 

Age 25-35 

Personal husband; father of a newborn and 

2-year-old

Residence Vancouver, WA 

Desired work site  Vancouver, Camas or NW 
Portland 

Desires stability; convenience; familiar work 

Needs healthcare; easy commute; Tues- Sat 
schedule (due to wife’s schedule) 

Devices smartphone; television (does not have 
home computer) 

Touchpoints smartphone apps, YouTube TV, 
Sling

Trusted sources  family, former colleagues (peers), 
select websites 
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- Updated intro content across all pages 

- Site promotion strategy 

- Updated visuals and content placement 

• Marketing Content Strategy:  Quinn Thomas will develop a process and timeline for 

generating a regular cadence of content that will mobilize target audiences in careers in 

construction.  The content is deployed on AGC channels, Build-Oregon.com, and disseminated 

to membership for distribution across their channels.  The content strategy will contain 

recommendations for voice, message themes, and calls-to-action that drive audiences and 

their friends and family to career planning resources.  Types of content we will explore for the 

content strategy include (see examples of similar content in Appendix A): 

- Social media content (organic and paid) 

- Build-Oregon.com website content (incorporating messaging from key messages) 

- Online blog content for member company sites 

- Earned media pitch angles/ themes 

- Direct email content 

- Marketing collateral review and revisions 

• Build-Oregon.com social media:  In conjunction with the website audit and the development of 

the marketing content strategy, we will develop a proposed strategy for amplifying your Build-

Oregon social media channels. These channels will serve as a primary campaign asset and can 

greatly facilitate engagement with target audiences.

• Earned media:  We will detail a quarterly earned media strategy for key AGC spokespeople to 

engage with target publications to share information about construction industry opportunities.  

• Paid media: Based on the goals of the campaign, we will make a recommendation for a 

comprehensive, year-long paid media campaign.  The paid media campaign will serve as a 

platform for the member company promotion efforts and carry our key messages targeted 

to our audiences through digital and video creative placed online, distributed through media 

streaming, television, and print channels. Among the paid media options, we see significant 

opportunity in paid promotion of Build-Oregon.com social media assets.  

13
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Member Campaign: The second pillar of the communications campaign will be to develop a turn-key 

campaign that can be activated by your membership to promote and engage audiences in career 

opportunities at their company.  The communications campaign will contain the following elements:  

• Key message map:  We will develop a roadmap of industry-wide key messages and proof 

points members can use across communications and marketing activities.  The roadmap will be 

designed to specifically reach our target audiences with information and resources that appeal 

to their needs and preferences. 

• Earned media toolkit: We will develop a toolkit of media relations materials that can be used 

on a regular basis by member companies.  The toolkit will include: 

- fast facts and frequently asked questions about construction jobs 

- target media outlets and online influencers 

- a draft press release and media pitch template for key construction project job 

announcements

- social media content to promote earned media 

• Social media strategy: We will develop a corresponding social media strategy for members 

to promote the marketing content, their Build-Oregon.com website job postings and their own 

company job sites.   

PHASE IV: EXECUTION

Within the scope of the plan development work, Quinn Thomas will continue to consult with AGC and 

member companies on the implementation of the communication resources for the first 30 days.  

14
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SIMILAR WORK AND EXPERIENCE

OREGON COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION

My Oregon Future: Leveraging the power of personal stories to build 

support for community colleges

Most would agree that education is the key to accessing a stable career with high earning potential. 

But a 4-year university degree is neither practical nor feasible for many high school graduates, 

which is why community colleges are an essential part of bringing opportunity to students seeking 

workforce training. 

Throughout Oregon, however, these colleges are struggling to meet the needs of their local 

economies due to budget cuts. The system of 17 colleges needs significant funding in order to simply 

function at the current service level. In 2018, the Oregon Community College Association turned to 

Quinn Thomas to help policymakers, business leaders, and community influencers understand the 

need for investment in these vital institutions.

Quinn Thomas conducted in-

depth interviews with community 

and business leaders throughout 

the state in order to understand 

their key values and beliefs. It 

was clear through our interviews 

that community colleges were 

a first step toward a better life 

for Oregonians, but they also 

filled an urgent need in local 

economies struggling to find 

skilled workers. With our research 

findings, we were able to develop 

key messages that align the 

needs of the community with the 

work of community colleges. We 

then developed a research-based, strategic communications plan built around specific audiences, 

messages that align with our audience’s values, and strategies and tactics to communicate those 

messages.
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A series of short videos produced by Quinn Thomas and deployed 

through paid digital and social channels told the story of economic 

opportunity through community colleges.
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The campaign is “My Oregon Future,” and it includes a full complement of communications tools: 

website development and management, email marketing program, native advertising, paid media, 

social media, video creative, reporter pitching, op-ed placement, and editorial board visits.

Our video creative featured welders, nurse practitioners, food manufacturers, and winemakers, and 

they told the story of how community colleges are improving lives through education. All videos 

were highly targeted to our key audiences on both digital and social, and the advertising resulted in 

significant views and engagement.

PORT OF SEATTLE

Port of Seattle: A vital “old” industry faces the challenge of 

connecting with a new audience 

The Port of Seattle has long been a fixture in the Pacific Northwest economy – a vital link between 

local businesses, travelers to our region, and international markets.  As the region grows, however, 

new residents know less about the Port’s foundational economic development mission, the industries 

that depend upon Port services, community development opportunities through the Port, and how 

good-paying, Port-related jobs provide economic diversity and benefit the region.

Like AGC Oregon Columbia Chapter’s challenges with workforce development, the Port of Seattle 

had perception issues that left them struggling to connect with their audiences. Our team needed 

to understand this audience 

better, so we started by reviewing 

existing Port survey data and then 

conducted new focus groups with 

King County residents. 

Our analysis indicated that 

established residents were far 

more likely to be aware of the Port.  

Newer King County residents were 

more likely to lack awareness and 

understanding of opportunities at 

the Port, but strongly supported 

the type of economic development 

and sustainability investments that 

underpin the Port’s operations. Our 

campaign objective was to raise 
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Quinn Thomas partnered with the Port of Seattle to connect their 

operations to community values. One example was producing more 

local residents for the construction workforce pipeline, such as these 

women who are part of the ANEW program.
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awareness about the Port and, in particular, connect its operations to the shared community values 

we heard from our audience: opportunity, livability, and equity.

While the Port routinely communicates about new flights or facilities improvements, operational 

news does not resonate as powerfully as emotional stories rooted in shared values.  Quinn Thomas 

developed a strategy to profile individuals who were enjoying opportunity and a better life thanks to 

the economic activity generated by the Port.

We presented our storytelling 

through long form and short form 

profile videos, native stories, print 

and digital display advertisements 

featuring: 

• A Georgetown tile company 

that partnered with the Port on a 

summer internship program

• A female veteran who found a 

career as an electrician apprentice 

at the Port

• A formerly incarcerated man who 

earned a new chance at life as 

an ironworker thanks to an Urban 

League program supported by the 

Port

• A local dairy farmer and family-owned bakery that rely on cruise ship business for sales

• Local volunteers and environmental scientists who work with the Port to restore part of the 

Duwamish shoreline to a natural habitat

We deployed these videos through paid media (pre-roll video, digital display ads, and native stories 

on local media sites), owned social and digital channels, third-party allies, and events. All of our media 

was highly-targeted based on audiences we were trying to influence.

As one key data point, our campaign resulted in the largest number of new internship applications the 

Port had ever received.
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Kong Lefeau is a former inmate turning his life around with 

ironworker training thanks to a partnership between the Port of

Seattle and Seattle Urban League.
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WASHINGTON HEALTH BENEFIT EXCHANGE

An integrated marketing communications campaign to convince 
Washingtonians to purchase health insurance

The Washington Health Benefit Exchange (WAHBE) is responsible for operating Washington 

Healthplanfinder (WHP), the online marketplace to compare and enroll in a health insurance plan. 

WAHBE hired Quinn Thomas to lead a two-year integrated marketing communications campaign to 

urge consumers to sign up for a health plan during the open enrollment period starting on November 

1, 2018 and ending December 15, 2018. While there was already strong customer awareness of the 

platform, external pressures would make this open enrollment period difficult. These pressures 

included a shortened enrollment window, the elimination of the federal insurance mandate, and a 13 

percent average increase in premiums from the previous year. 

This work is similar to AGC as it required careful audience segmentation and targeting; creative 

strategy and development; integrated communications leveraging paid, earned, and owned channels; 

community relations; and influencing consumer behavior. The team was led by Erin Krug, who is the 

proposed project lead for AGC.

Research + Planning

Working with our research partner, DHM Research, the team gathered a complete understanding 

of the healthcare needs, purchasing behaviors, and preferred communications channels of 

Washingtonians to help inform campaign messaging. This included reviewing WAHBE sourced 

reports, analyzing consumer media consumption tools, and conducting six focus groups around the 

state. Using this research, the team developed an all-up campaign messaging document to guide all 

communications moving forward. 

These research findings also helped further refine and establish our target audiences. This included 

identifying three distinct segments that needed the most convincing to sign up for health coverage: 

1) unmarried individuals between the ages of 25-34; 2) mixed households who qualified for health 

coverage; and 3) recently retired individuals between the ages of 50-64. 

With our messaging and audiences defined, the team recommended a highly-tailored integrated 

communications strategy rooted in our overall objective to retain existing customers and grow the 

new customer base on the exchange. This would include: 

• Amplifying our messaging with current customers and with target audiences located in 

counties where enrollment is historically low
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• Engaging with potential customer bases on the ground and in person

 In order to execute on our strategies, the team recommended the following:

• Producing audience-focused content and creative   

• Executing on highly targeted paid, earned, social, and influencer media tactics  

• Sponsoring and attending events located across Washington State 

Success for the campaign would be measured on overall audience engagement (e.g., click through 

rate (CTR), clicks, etc.), earned media hits, and overall sign-ups on the exchange.

Implementation + Execution

Execution was broken into three tracks: 1) digital media; 2) earned & influencer media; and 3) 

sponsorships.

Digital media: The paid digital campaign included deploying various paid tactics such as TV 

sponsorships, OTT, search engine management, and cross channel display retargeting – as well 

as music streaming (e.g., Pandora, Spotify), native, cross device/ mobile banner, and social media 

advertising. Quinn Thomas developed and produced all of the content deployed through the various 

paid channels. This included three owned stories, scripts for TV sponsorship segments and Pandora 

audio spots, creative for all digital ads, and four videos for social and web amplification.   

Earned & influencer media: The team pitched outlets across the state with various storylines for 

publication. This included highlighting WAHBE’s track record in utilizing technology to increase the 

user experience, the role WAHBE employees play in assisting Spanish-speaking customers with 

choosing a health plan, and the resources available at in-person enrollment centers statewide. The 

team also reached out to various online influencers and bloggers to post information about open 

enrollment on their digital platforms during key milestones throughout the campaign. 

Sponsorships: Quinn Thomas identified several events for WAHBE to sponsor throughout 

open enrollment. These were low in cost (no more than $5k) and provided the opportunity for 

representatives to be on-site to interact with customers at designated booths – and for hosts to post 

enrollment deadlines on their social/ digital platforms.

Evaluation + Effectiveness

The campaign results included:
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• Health plan enrollments: 222,363 health plan enrollments on the website, including a 20 

percent increase in renewing customers from previous years, making Washington one of the 

rare states that increased enrollments despite the policy and market challenges.

• Digital media: user engagement performed at or above the industry benchmark on all of the 

channel platforms deployed (e.g., click through rate and video completions). 

• Earned & influencer media: 10 earned media hits in major TV, radio, and print outlets across the 

state; ~97k impressions and a reach of 41k users via online influencer posts.

• Sponsorships: 61 events sponsored with an attendance of nearly 71k individuals from key 

enrollment counties.
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REFERENCES

John Wykoff

Deputy Executive Director

Oregon Community Colleges Association

P: (503) 490-0792

E: jwykoff@occa17.com

Kathy Roeder

Communications Director

Port of Seattle

P: (206) 787-4882

E: Roeder.K@portseattle.org

Michael Marchand

Chief Marketing Officer

Washington Health Benefit Exchange

P: 360.454.7576

E: michael.marchand@wahbexchange.org
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TIMELINE + BUDGET
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TIMELINE + BUDGET

Rate of $175 per hour represents a blended rate. It is based on Quinn Thomas team members’ hourly 

billing rate and anticipated proportion of hours dedicated to producing deliverables for the strategic 

communications plan.

25

TASK TIMELINE NTE BUDGET

Discovery
• Kick-off meeting

• Project planning

• In-depth interviews

• Survey

• Message mapping session

4-5 weeks $12,000 - Est. 70 hours @ $175/ hour

Strategy Development 2 weeks $8,000 - Est. 46 hours @ $175/ hour

Campaign Development
• AGC Overarching Campaign

• Member Campaign

4-5 weeks $20,000 - Est. 114 hours @ $175/ hour

Oversight & Support 30 days Quinn Thomas Investment

TOTAL Est. 120 days $40,000
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APPENDIX
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APPENDIX A - SAMPLE CONTENT

Social media content (organic and paid)

Earned media pitch angles

Hi XXX – 

Did you know that there’s in-person help available for the nearly 93k uninsured residents of King 

County to sign up for a health plan through Washington Healthplanfinder? 

Last month, the Washington Health Benefit Exchange announced the locations of 10 full-service 

enrollment centers around the state. Each center offers free, confidential assistance from 

qualified staff who help customers answer tough questions about health coverage – as well as 

provide cultural, linguistic, and disability support for customers with special needs. They can 

even help determine whether customers qualify for financial assistance. 

Open enrollment on Washington Healthplanfinder ends in just two weeks! Enrollment centers 

like the ones in West Seattle and Federal Way will offer extended availability now through 

December 15th. Let me know if you’d be interested in stopping by and speaking with an 

enrollment center representative.  
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Sponsored content 
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Online blog content for member company sites
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www.quinnthomas.com


